ABSTRACT

Physicians are under increasing pressure to subscribe to Maintenance of Certification (MOC) programs, the proprietary product of the American Board of Medical Specialties, Inc. (ABMS) and its 24 affiliates. This is promoted as a necessary means to assure physician competence. The publications cited to support MOC are generally authored by corporate employees and hired subcontractors, without consistent disclosure of conflicts of interest.

Ethical Guidelines Violated

In December 2013, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) revised, renamed, and published online its new Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals. These guidelines outline requirements for disclosure of conflicts of interest, including appropriate declaration by authors and responsibilities of editors. ICMJE’s guideline states: “Financial relationships (such as employment, consultancies..., and paid expert testimony) are the most easily identifiable conflicts of interest and the most likely to undermine the credibility of the journal, the authors, and of science itself.” Individual journals may have higher ethical requirements, while many have none, fail to impose them, or are inadequately informed by the authors.

Numerous articles are authored by executives of the American Board of Medical Specialties, Inc., (ABMS) and its 24 affiliates in medical journals concerning proprietary products of Board Certification (BC) and Maintenance of Certification (MOC). These ABMS corporate executives frequently do not disclose their significant employment income from this commercial enterprise, and may even state: “Competing Interests: The authors are not supported by, nor maintain any financial interest in, any commercial activity that may be associated with the topic of this article.” Yet ABMS and its affiliates are corporations with clear business prerogatives, despite their tax-exempt status.

Review of publications by several ABMS executives reveals that these authors may disclose or fail to disclose employment as a conflict of interest in an almost random fashion. Some will state “no conflicts to declare” in one publication, while elsewhere disclosing employment. They may provide disclosure that omits mention of conflicts that suggest service to a company, or isolate disclosure to internet sites, which must be actively sought, without publication in the PDF files typically read or distributed. Authors were asked to disclose employment in the journal that published original research and editorials, yet failed to do so in the same journal’s supplement, which ABMS sponsored. This suggests that both authors and journals may be responsible. Authors may state “nothing to disclose” while ignoring employment, sponsorship in supplement publication, and direct funding of the symposium involved.

This inconsistency suggests author awareness of employment and other significant matters as real conflicts of interest, with selective failure to comply.

For example, in two back-to-back articles in the Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine (JABFM), one author who contributed to both papers failed to consistently declare conflicts, while another, James C. Puffer, is also executive editor of the journal. Despite the statement, “Conflicts of interest: none declared,” Puffer earns more than $600,000 per year as chief editor of JABFM and president and chief executive officer of the ABFM, according to IRS documents.

ABMS funds journal supplements promoting its proprietary products, BC and MOC programs, spending as much as $50,000 per issue. See, for example, the 66-page Fall 2013 supplement to the Journal of Continuing Education in the Health Professions. Recently, the National Quality Forum (NQF), with a long history of American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) leadership interactions and personnel exchanges, has been involved in questionable conflicts of interest, leading to congressional investigation and strong allegations of misconduct by an NQF official and inadequate policy to prevent conflicts.

British and Canadian programs emulate the current individual physician’s self-directed Continuing Medical Education (CME) and lifelong learning documentation programs founded in the U.S. under the American Medical Association’s Physician Recognition Award program (AMA-PRA) in the 1960s-1970s. Researchers, practitioners, and policymakers in continuing education in the health professions need to be aware of the history, current status, and future directions for MOC in these 3 countries.

This is particularly important for American physicians, because the historical process and purpose of certification was not designed to serve the financial interests of the contemporary political and corporate entities involved in MOC.

ABMS publications actively prescribe an urgent need to test, control, and validate lifelong learning of physicians, the most trusted and educated of professionals, through its proprietary programs. ABMS implies an international support of its particular certification, falsely asserting that its program is voluntary, despite the significant consequences of expiration of certification. ABMS holds a virtual monopoly on medical specialty certification in the U.S., without any appreciable...
market presence anywhere else in the world.

Assertions of outcome-based scientific evidence, public demand, or demonstrated need for ABMS’s corporate programs are unfounded. ABMS leaders extol the virtues of MOC. Influential mainstream medical journal publications repeatedly echo this view, without including equal opportunity for opposing views. Journal editorial boards are aligned with MOC. ABMS, the Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB), and the national medical societies are uniting behind MOC, which has become the certification industrial complex, to capture and expand the current $2.5 billion CME market to meet corporate goals. Patients rarely inquire regarding BC status. BC is a “niche” index, remaining unfamiliar and unimportant to the general public and patient populations, while increasingly deemed obligatory for employment, clinical privileging, and licensing.

ABMS leaders have historically not voluntarily followed their own program certification guidelines. Many board examiners have left the ranks rather than recertify to remain as examiner. Attestations in specialty journals by members of the certification industrial complex, who themselves have enjoyed lifelong certification, now praise Continuous MOC for others. While “MOC updates” and promotional articles are repeatedly published, articles critical of MOC are hard to publish in medical journals infiltrated with paid industry supporters, although formal physician polling and publications not controlled by MOC advocates document widespread opposition.

### ABMS Myths vs. Facts vs. Associations

ABMS executives frequently author and contract for retrospective chart reviews, using database mining to demonstrate favorable “associations” without conclusive “outcome based” proof. Their very marginal “findings” are undermined by conflicts of interest and lack of reproducible independent data or meta-analysis. Repeated corporate publication of previously published data is used to buttress claims about the importance of MOC, which they themselves subsequently refute. The use of propensity scores and similar tools is recognized to be susceptible to the introduction of systematic corporate bias. Risk-adjustment factors used to reach/adjust/enable their conclusions are not subjected to critical evaluation in the final report.

In 2002, ABMS executives attempted a meta-analysis of more than 1,200 studies published from 1966 to 1999, concluding that “few published studies (5%) used research methods appropriate for the research question, and among the screened studies more than half support an association between board certification status and positive clinical outcomes.” With only 13 papers meeting criteria for inclusion, meta-analysis was impossible.

ABMS remains unable to provide clear outcomes data validating certification, much less MOC. ABMS has no presence in Europe, where clearly superlative care is evident in the absence of ABMS programs.

ABMS uses regulatory capture in its effort to conscript all U.S. physicians into ABMS’s rapidly changing, increasingly expensive monopolistic corporate programs, in order to maintain its revenue stream. Regulatory capture occurs when special interests co-opt policymakers or political bodies—regulatory agencies, in particular—to further their own ends.

### Adverse Effects

Failure to maintain certification can produce severe consequences for physicians and their patients, including termination of hospital staff privileges and exclusion/reductions from/in insurance reimbursements. The very high failure rates in the two main primary care specialties will worsen the shortages of such physicians. How can patients benefit from the exclusion of large numbers of experienced practicing American physicians from hospitals by decertification? How are patients better off by replacing physicians with nonphysicians such as physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and nurse anesthetists? Simply stated: They are not!

### From Board Certification to Continuous Maintenance of Certification

BC once meant “attainment of consultant status” for life. It is now a mere entry requirement into lifelong subscription to Continuous Maintenance of Certification (CMOC) programs. ABMS produces no teaching, just testing, without objective transparency or any opportunity for external review. The ABIM recertification failure rate recently reached 28%. In 2010 and 2011, family practice recertification failure rates reached 33%. Yet less than 0.01% of physicians are thought to be incompetent based on state board actions, which typically do not even list incompetence as a singular cause for actions. Thus, it is likely that the test falsely classifies thousands of physicians as incompetent for every truly incompetent one that it possibly could identify—assuming that state boards tabulate this data accurately and that the worst-case scenario is true. The ABIM’s own “Choosing Wisely” program would reject a test with such poor specificity, were it not ABIM’s own revenue source.

Failure to maintain certification can produce severe consequences for physicians and their patients, including termination of hospital staff privileges and exclusion/reductions from/in insurance reimbursements. The very high failure rates in the two main primary care specialties will worsen the shortages of such physicians. How can patients benefit from the exclusion of large numbers of experienced practicing American physicians from hospitals by decertification? How are patients better off by replacing physicians with nonphysicians such as physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and nurse anesthetists? Simply stated: They are not!

### From Board Certification to Continuous Maintenance of Certification

BC once meant “attainment of consultant status” for life. It is now a mere entry requirement into lifelong subscription to Continuous Maintenance of Certification (CMOC) programs.

While ABMS continues to maintain that certification is “valuable and voluntary,” it determined in 1986 that voluntary recertification would not be accepted by the targeted professionals, and therefore pressed for time limitations on certificates as the only alternative, enabling the introduction of MOC. The validity of certifications was decreased to 10-year periods for all specialties in 2000, and continues to be progressively limited at will by ABMS executives. Decisions regarding MOC occur behind closed doors and without meaningful input from practicing professionals. Several affiliates tried to decline to introduce time-limited certification but were required to do so under ABMS copyrights or “lose the franchise” (off-the-record communications from six different board members).

The certifying boards can impose potentially unlimited demands, to which physicians must agree before participation in MOC is allowed. See, for example, the “Additional Period of Board Qualification Application” for the American Board of Pathology, available at its website www.abpath.org, or review the multiple pages of “general policies of the ABIM” at:
One 2014 certificate that reads “valid for 10 years” above the Board’s signatures, but also reads “valid through December 31, 2023, contingent upon participation and completion of MOC” in the lower right-hand corner. This past year, the concept of CMO has resulted in limitation of ABIM’s decade-long certification validity to those who participate and pay each year to maintain their certificates. Lifelong certification will become meaningless after 2023 under ABMS rules.

The slow pace of introduction of time limits and the “grandfathering” of older physicians served to minimize physician resistance. ABMS offers BC in more than 130 specialties, invalidating any “standard competency” across all physician specialties. Maintaining multiple certificates will become increasingly difficult, limiting the individual physician’s scope of practice and patient opportunity for specialist care.

ABMS lobbied Congress to pass the “Physician Quality Reporting System-MOC” (PQRS-MOC), to tax MOC non-compliant physicians up to 2% of gross earnings starting in 2015-2016.58,59 Physicians participating in PQRS-MOC are expected to pay more for the certification program than reimbursement will ever recoup.59 Discrimination against MOC non-participants is now possible, because the government or insurance provider is free to designate MOC as a “quality indicator,” even without evidence.59

**What Does MOC Certify?**

ABMS tests typically minimize the importance of clinical ability and professional experience.61 Adherence to the newest guidelines, modern technologies, etc., becomes the marker of “ABMS-defined competence.” The hundreds of guidelines now in print are tainted by significant conflicts, yet are generally formulated without conflict-of-interest disclosure.62 Guidelines are outdated and redundant. They use weak evidence, including “expert (polls) opinion” and non-randomized trials.63,64 Hundreds of overlapping and divergent guidelines exist from multiple specialties, sometimes contradicting each other, making it difficult to determine “best answers” on ABMS tests.65-67

Recently, the process of “medical reversal” has led to rejection of many guidelines and standard practices upon rigorous review.66,69 Here are two examples: Perioperative beta blockade, which was strongly promoted in the 2007, was countermanded in 2008, after the POISE study findings appeared, demonstrating its dangers.70 The reversal of tight intraoperative glucose control also followed upon publication of the NICE-sugar trial. Both practices documented increased deaths, only shortly after the “new/initial guideline/study” appeared with high praise.71

Publication or sponsorship by ABMS of articles favoring MOC and BC represents a clear conflict of interest, typically not explicitly declared in any article. Ethically, such paid publications should be clearly labeled as advertisements, and an ethical journal that publishes them must provide for equal-opportunity publication of opposing viewpoints.72 An ABMS-reported relative improvement of 100% may in reality only represent a spurious improvement from 1 in 1,000 to 2 in 1,000.73 Similarly, ABMS retrospective data mining efforts produce “associations” of great value to ABMS in selling its products to uninformed politicians, who lack formal understanding of or ability to review these spurious findings.51,52,73

What does MOC accomplish? The board certification and re-certification industry is quite simply selling confidence to those without specialty knowledge. BC or MOC is at best one indication of competence. It may be a false promise, as openly admitted by ABMS: “FACT: ABMS recognizes that there is no certification that guarantees performance or positive outcomes.”45,74 These certification programs arose and have been criticized for decades as a guild phenomenon that serves to limit competition.53 This is the basis for an antitrust action filed by the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS).75

**Without MOC, What?**

Doctors are overseen by numerous agencies. It is unnecessary to impose additional waste created by ABMS programs. As Crosby and Cully write: “Licensing and regulatory bodies are too numerous to count, much less understand. There are hospital credentialing committees, state Boards of Medicine, the National Board of Medical Examiners, Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education, Residency Review Committee, 24 specialty boards, ABMS, and The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations to mention just a few. Testing and paperwork are seemingly endless.”76

There is no need to test 850,000 physicians to uncover 85 (0.01%) of questionable competence, while failing 33% of the competent physicians in the process. It is not even clear that testing can find incompetents who are not detected by other means, nor is MOC suited for finding the alcohol or drug abuse that is the predominant reason for medical board sanctions.35 Despite lack of provable value, ABMS certification costs $360 million annually.77 Most likely, MOC is as meaningless as “Top Doctor” full-page advertisements found in every airline magazine.78

The Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB) is nonetheless striving to implement its lifelong Maintenance of Licensure (MOL) program in every state.77 Every practicing physician should read the FSMB document that plans to couple licensure to MOC.79

**Conclusion**

BC emerged as a sign of personal achievement and relative quality of individual residency training programs, while making residency more than mere “on-the-job training.” MOC and CMO need to be distinguished from BC. They are proprietary programs that rely on regulatory capture. They are promoted
through ethically dubious means, as in sponsored publications without adequate disclosure of conflicts of interest. A high percentage of practicing physicians fail the examinations and suffer enormous damage to their careers, without any evidence that performance on these examinations is related to clinical competence or patient outcomes. MOC and CMOC appear to provide a revenue stream to ABMS and its affiliates, while delivering no demonstrable net value to physicians or patients. Lifelong learning is an integral part of the profession of medicine, and does not require proprietary programs imposed by a guild.
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